OnTrack: The Railway Verification Toolset
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Abstract. The verification of railway interlocking systems is a challenging task for which a number of different modelling, simulation and verification approaches have been proposed. In this paper, we present the OnTrack toolset. In OnTrack, application data for the railway domain is represented using a domain specific language. This data can be entered manually or imported from standard data formats. OnTrack then comprises of a number of different model transformations that allow the user to automatically generate formal models for a specific approach, e.g., in CASL, CSP, or CSP||B. Other transformations offer abstractions on the application data to address scalability.

OnTrack\textsuperscript{3} is an open toolset for railway verification developed in collaboration between Swansea University and Surrey University. It has been created using the GMF framework\textsuperscript{5} and multiple associated Epsilon\textsuperscript{4} model transformations.

Figure 1 shows the workflow that OnTrack currently provides. Firstly, given a CAD track plan and associated control tables, a user draws a scheme plan using the OnTrack graphical front end (centre path). Scheme plans are models formulated relative to the metamodel of OnTrack’s Domain Specific Language (DSL). One can also read models described in the BRaVE\textsuperscript{1} tool format (right path), whilst reading in RailML representations (left path, dashed) is work in progress. A scheme plan is then the basis for workflows that support its abstraction or analysis. For example, a covering construction\textsuperscript{2} is implemented as an abstraction transformation on the DSL level.

Scheme plans can be translated to formal specifications in various (specification) formalisms. This can be achieved in two ways. The first approach is to use a metamodel describing the formal specification language. A represent transformation translates a scheme plan over the DSL into an equivalent formal scheme plan over the metamodel. Various model-to-text transformations then turn a formal scheme plan into formal specification text ready for verification. The advantage...
of this approach is that all transformations involved can be defined relative to the specification language’s metamodel. The second approach is to directly generate a formal specification. Here, transformations turn a scheme plan over the DSL directly into formal specification text ready for verification.

Once a formal model has been generated, it can then be simulated or verified using the tools associated with the chosen approach. For example, ProB and FDR3 can be used for simulating and verifying CSP\|\|\|B and CSP models (resp.) for safety, whereas the SPASS theorem prover can be used for verifying CASL models for safety.

Finally, OnTrack is extendable, e.g., other models from various contexts can be generated and analysed through the implementation of new model transformations. For example, the generation of Real Time Maude models is currently planned.
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